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Abstract
From the results of a comprehensive asteroid population evolution model, we conclude that the YORP-induced rotational
fission hypothesis can be consistent with the observed population statistics of small asteroids in the main belt including
binaries and contact binaries. The foundation of this model is the asteroid rotation model of Marzari et al. (2011),
which incorporates both the YORP effect and collisional evolution. This work adds to that model the rotational fission
hypothesis, described in detail within, and the binary evolution model of Jacobson and Scheeres (2011a,b). The asteroid
population evolution model is highly constrained by these and other previous works, and therefore it has only two
significant free parameters: the ratio of low to high mass ratio binaries formed after rotational fission events and the
mean strength of the binary YORP (BYORP) effect.
We successfully reproduce characteristic statistics of the small asteroid population: the binary fraction, the fast binary
fraction, steady-state mass ratio fraction and the contact binary fraction. We find that in order for the model to best
match observations, rotational fission produces high mass ratio (> 0.2) binary components with four to eight times the
frequency as low mass ratio (< 0.2) components, where the mass ratio is the mass of the secondary component divided
by the mass of the primary component. This is consistent with post-rotational fission binary system mass ratio being
drawn from either a flat or a positive and shallow distribution, since the high mass ratio bin is four times the size of the
low mass ratio bin; this is in contrast to the observed steady-state binary mass ratio, which has a negative and steep
distribution. This can be understood in the context of the BYORP-tidal equilibrium hypothesis, which predicts that
low mass ratio binaries survive for a significantly longer period of time than high mass ratio systems. We also find that
the mean of the log-normal BYORP coefficient distribution µB & 10−2, which is consistent with estimates from shape
modeling (McMahon and Scheeres, 2012a).
1. Introduction
The YORP-induced rotational fission hypothesis pre-
dicts that the Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievksii-Paddack
(YORP) effect can rotationally accelerate rubble pile as-
teroids until internal stresses within the body due to cen-
trifugal accelerations surpass the gravitational attractions
holding the rubble pile elements in their current configu-
rations. Subsequently, according to the hypothesis, these
asteroids rotationally fission into mutually orbiting com-
ponents that can dynamically evolve into the observed
binary populations (Bottke et al., 2006; Scheeres, 2007a;
Walsh et al., 2008; Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a). This
hypothesis has been constructed on two pillars: the theo-
retical conclusion that light imparts a meaningful torque
on small asteroids, which has been named the YORP effect
(Rubincam, 2000), and the observations that the majority
of binary asteroid systems have rapidly rotating primaries
and small semi-major axes relative to the radius of the
primary. This configuration has a high angular momen-
tum content, which is consistent only with formation from
rotational fission (Margot et al., 2002).
The hypothesis has also undergone observational and
theoretical experiments. Rotational fission predicts a re-
lationship between the angular momentum content of the
fissioned asteroid system and the mass ratio between its
components (Scheeres, 2007a). In the asteroid pair popu-
lation, Pravec et al. (2010) discovered that the spin rates
of the larger members and the mass ratio of each observed
asteroid pair had the predicted relationship. This con-
firmed that asteroid pairs are the result of rotational fis-
sion. Jacobson and Scheeres (2011a) tested the connection
between rotational fission and the observed binary popu-
lation by numerically modeling the post-rotational fission
process. With only the inclusion of gravitational dynam-
ics and mutual body tides, they were able to create the
most commonly observed asteroid systems (e.g. asteroid
pairs, binaries, contact binaries, etc.). After including the
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binary YORP (BYORP) effect, all the observed binary
systems are hypothesized to be natural final states after
these processes (as reviewed in Jacobson et al. (2014b)).
Often asteroid evolution occurs too quickly (on So-
lar System timescales) and too infrequently (on human
timescales) to be observed in situ. Although, as larger
telescopes are aimed at smaller asteroid systems, the pos-
sibility of capturing rotational fission events as they occur
grows increasingly high (Marzari et al., 2011) (and the first
such systems may have already been observed, e.g. Jewitt
et al. (2010) and Jewitt et al. (2014)). In the meantime,
these timescales present a challenge for direct confirmation
of rotational fission and subsequent binary evolution, but
the proposed asteroid evolution makes specific predictions
for the relative abundances of each final state so a detailed
asteroid population evolution model that reproduces the
observed sub-populations is a strong consistency test of the
YORP-induced rotational fission hypothesis. We present
such an asteroid population evolution model that allows us
to see if the proposed evolutionary mechanisms are suffi-
cient to create the observed sub-populations and, perhaps
more importantly, create them in the right proportions to
one another.
The asteroid population evolution model is a develop-
ment of the model presented in Marzari et al. (2011), which
studied the rotational evolution of the Main Belt asteroid
(MBA) population including both the YORP effect and
collisions. This model was already an improvement and
continuation of earlier projects by Rossi et al. (2009) and
Scheeres et al. (2004), which studied the near-Earth as-
teroid population. Similar to Marzari et al. (2011), we
use a Monte Carlo approach to simulate the evolution of
2×106 asteroid systems for 4.5×109 years. The spin state
of each asteroid evolves constantly due to the YORP ef-
fect and collisions as in Marzari et al. (2011) (summarized
in Section 2). Similar to Jacobson et al. (2014a), when
the rotation rate of an asteroid exceeds a specified spin
limit, the asteroid rotationally fissions and can form a bi-
nary system. The survival and lifetimes of these binary
systems are determined from a separate set of calculations
based on the results of Jacobson and Scheeres (2011a, b).
Both the single and binary evolution schemes are built
from well-developed theories in the literature. Therefore,
there are very few free parameters built into the model that
have not been significantly constrained elsewhere. For in-
stance, the intrinsic probability of collision for Main Belt
asteroids 〈Pi〉 = 2.7 × 10−18 yr−1 km−2, the fundamen-
tal parameter determining the frequency of collisions in
the model, has been established by the efforts of a series
of authors to at least the order of uncertainty inherent
in other parts of the asteroid population evolution model
(Farinella and Davis, 1992; Bottke et al., 1994). Similarly,
the binary evolution model utilizes the the evolutionary
flowchart and derived probabilities given in Jacobson and
Scheeres (2011a, b).
The binary evolution model does contain two free input
parameters that are not well constrained by either obser-
vation or current theory. The first parameter is the initial
mass ratio fraction Fi, which is the ratio of high mass ratio
to low mass ratio binary systems created from rotational
fission events. This parameter is determined from the in-
terior structure of the rotationally fissioning asteroid and
the mechanics of the fission event itself, neither of which
are currently observed or modeled accurately enough to
generate this number. The initial mass ratio fraction is
distinct from the observed mass ratio fraction Fq, which
reflects the evolutionary differences between high and low
mass ratio systems.
The second parameter is the mean of the logarithmic
normal distribution of the BYORP coefficient µB . It is
used to determine the strength of the BYORP effect, which
determines the bound lifetimes for most binary systems.
The basic shape and width of the distribution is deter-
mined from the equilibrium occupied by the synchronous
binary asteroid population. There has only been a sin-
gle published estimation of a BYORP coefficient and the
shape model used may not have had the necessary accu-
racy (McMahon and Scheeres, 2010a) and this effect has
yet to be measured. These parameters are the knobs that
will control the output from the asteroid population evo-
lution model.
After evolving the population for the age of the So-
lar System, which is longer than needed for the sub-
populations to reach a relative steady-state equilibrium
for most choices of µB , we can compare the model to the
observed main asteroid belt. There are four particular ob-
servables that we can compare with our model: The binary
fraction FB , which is the total number of binaries over the
total number of asteroid systems, the fast-rotating binary
fraction, FF , which is a more specific comparison of the
number of binaries with rapidly rotating primaries to the
number of rapidly rotating asteroids, the steady-state (i.e.
observed) mass ratio fraction Fq, which is defined similarly
to the initial mass ratio fraction Fi above, and the contact
binary fraction FC , which is the number of contact bina-
ries over the total number of asteroid systems. From these
comparisons, we construct a simple log-likelihood model to
assess which model parameters, Fi and µB , are the most
likely to match the model population to the observations.
Lastly, we discuss the best fit models and their implica-
tions for future observations and tests.
2. Single Asteroid Evolution
Each asteroid within the asteroid population evolution
model is individually evolved. Similar to Marzari et al.
(2011), the asteroid population evolution model utilizes
the intrinsic probability for impact 〈Pi〉 and a projectile
size frequency distribution to determine the collision his-
tory of each model asteroid. Between collisions, single as-
teroids undergo rotational evolution driven by the YORP
effect, which modifies both the spin rate and obliquity of
the asteroid. Rotational acceleration can lead to rotational
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fission if it occurs before the next collision event. The spe-
cific conditions for triggering rotational fission and the pro-
cess itself are parameterized using well-developed models
(Scheeres, 2007a; Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a).
Each asteroid system is characterized by a number of
fixed and evolving parameters. These parameters change
if the system undergoes rotational fission and evolves into
a binary asteroid system. All systems are assigned a fixed
semi-major axis a and eccentricity e from a Main Belt
asteroid orbital element distribution. Both the YORP ef-
fect and collisions evolve the spin rate ω and the obliquity
 of each asteroid. The initial spin rate is drawn from
a Maxwellian distribution with a σ = 1.99 correspond-
ing to a mean period of 7.56 hrs, which is consistent with
Fulchignoni et al. (1995) and Donnison and Wiper (1999).
Rossi et al. (2009) demonstrated for models similar to the
asteroid population evolution model that the steady-state
spin rate distribution is independent of the initial spin rate
distribution. We draw the initial obliquity of each asteroid
from a flat distribution. The relative change in obliquity is
used by the model to update the YORP coefficient, how-
ever the absolute obliquity is not currently used by the
model. Thus the rotational evolution output is insensitive
to the initial obliquity distribution, but it is a feature of
the model that could be utilized in the future to compare
input and output obliquity distributions.
For the purpose of calculating the critical spin limit,
each asteroid is assigned a shape from an ellipsoidal semi-
axis ratio distribution reported from laboratory experi-
ments by Giblin et al. (1998). From largest to smallest
the tri-axial semi-axes are a, b, and c. Axis ratios are
drawn from normal distributions such that for b/a, the
mean µ = 0.6 with a standard deviation σ = 0.18 and for
c/a, µ = 0.4 and σ = 0.05. This shape distribution is in
agreement with Hayabusa observations of boulders on 243
Itokawa and photometry of small, fast-rotating asteroids
(Michikami et al., 2010) and the mean lightcurve ampli-
tude of small asteroids with diameters between 0.2 and 10
km (Pravec and Harris, 2000). The added realism of us-
ing a shape distribution rather than assuming sphericity
results in a reduced critical spin limit.
The most important parameter for determining the evo-
lution of a individual asteroid system is its mean radius R.
Both the collision and rotational evolution depend strongly
on the size of the asteroid, thus the two effects are not of
comparable strengths at all radii. We expect radiative
torques to be inconsequential for large asteroids, but dom-
inant at smaller sizes transitioning at some critical radius
Rc. This critical radius is estimated to be Rc ≈ 6 km from
both analytical arguments and numerical experiments (Ja-
cobson et al., 2014a). In Section 2.3, we discuss a transi-
tion between “monolithic” and “rubble pile” interior struc-
tures that is inferred to occur at a radius of R ≈ 125 m.
Therefore the asteroid population evolution model focuses
on asteroids with radii between R = 200 m, just above this
transition, and 20 km, since the evolution of asteroids with
radii R & 20 km are collision dominated and have YORP
effect timescales on order with the age of the Solar System
or longer (Jacobson et al., 2014a). Within this range, the
asteroid population evolution model includes a sample of 2
million asteroids which are drawn from the size frequency
distribution derived from the results of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (Ivezic´ et al., 2001). The range of asteroids
included in the asteroid population evolution model is dif-
ferent than the range of possible projectile asteroids used
to model collisions. These projectiles range in radius from
0.05 m to 20 km.
Asteroid system destruction whether through a catas-
trophic collision, rotational bursting, or destruction of a
binary, is a mass transfer from one size asteroid (the pro-
genitor in the case of a binary) into two or more smaller
size bodies. Each asteroid in the asteroid population evo-
lution model resides in a logarithmic diameter bin and the
model tracks this mass flow from larger bins into smaller
bins after each destructive event. Diameter bins are cre-
ated so that the upper diameter of a bin is Di = DmD
i
w,
where Dm is the minimum diameter and Dw = 1.25992
is the bin width. After a destructive event the asteroid
within the asteroid population evolution model is replaced
with another asteroid from the original diameter bin. This
replacement is motivated by the constant flux of material
into the original bin from even larger bins, and in this
way, the asteroid population evolution model maintains
a steady-state size frequency distribution. Therefore it
does not feature a full feedback size-frequency distribution.
The output of the asteroid population evolution model in-
cludes destruction statistics that we published in Jacobson
et al. (2014a) to generate a new size frequency distribu-
tion. The asteroid population evolution model is utilized
here to test the YORP-induced rotational fission hypoth-
esis, so rather than focus on changes to the size-frequency
distribution, we focus on the abundances of distinguish-
able sub-populations taking into account both collisional
and rotational evolution.
2.1. Collisional Evolution
The collisional evolution of each asteroid follows a sim-
ilar protocol as Marzari et al. (2011). The population
of potential impactors is derived from the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey size frequency distribution of asteroids (Ivezic´
et al., 2001) distributed over logarithmic size bins from
0.05 m to 20 km. Using Poisson statistics, the number
of collisions and their timing is computed for each aster-
oid with projectiles from each size bin using the intrinsic
probability of collision for the Main Belt 〈Pi〉 = 2.7×10−18
km−2 yr−1 (Farinella and Davis, 1992). Each collision is
assigned an impact velocity of 5.5 km s−1 (Bottke et al.,
1994) and a random geometry within the limits of the Main
Belt orbital distribution, in order to determine from these
parameters the change in spin rate due to each collision.
Using this method, we have created a list of collisions
and their properties for each asteroid in our simulated pop-
ulation. Between each collision in the list, each asteroid
rotationally evolves according to the YORP effect. At the
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time of a collision the rotational evolution is stopped and
the collision is evaluated. First, the collision is classified
as either a cratering or a catastrophic collision depending
on the energy of the event.
If the collision is too large for a cratering event, then the
original asteroid is shattered and a new object is created
with the same size but a new initial spin state and YORP
coefficient. Shattering collisions are defined as those that
deliver specific kinetic energy greater than the critical spe-
cific energy of the target, which defined as the energy per
unit target mass delivered by the collision required for
catastrophic disruption (i.e. such that one-half the mass
of the target body escapes).
Cratering collisions do not appreciably change the mass
or size of the target asteroid, but they can change the an-
gular momentum of the asteroid. The angular momentum
of the projectile, the target and the geometry of the colli-
sion determine the new angular momentum of the cratered
asteroid. This new angular momentum vector is used to
update both the spin rate and the obliquity. The model
neglects the angular momentum removed by fragments.
This assumption is acceptable for the frequent low energy
impacts but introduces a small error for high energy im-
pacts that do not catastrophically disrupt the asteroid,
which are infrequent. Sub-catastrophic impacts create a
random walk in spin rate if there is no significant YORP
effect rotational acceleration.
2.2. YORP Evolution
The YORP effect changes the spin rate ω˙ as (Scheeres,
2007b):
ω˙ =
Y
2piρR2
 F
a2
√
1− e2
 (1)
where F = 1014 kg km s−2 is the solar radiation constant
and Y is a non-dimensional YORP coefficient Y assigned
to each object from a gaussian distribution with a mean
of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.0125 which was found
to successfully reproduce the spin rate distribution of both
the near-Earth and main belt asteroid populations (Rossi
et al., 2009; Marzari et al., 2011). In Rossi et al. (2009), the
results were found to be invariant on the order of the un-
certainty of the model to the particular distribution used.
This distribution is consistent with the measured values
of 1862 Apollo (1932 HA) Y = 0.022 (Kaasalainen et al.,
2007) and 54509 YORP (2005 PH5) Y = 0.005 (Taylor
et al., 2007; Lowry et al., 2007). The model does not distin-
guish the Tangential YORP effect (Golubov and Krugly,
2012; Golubov et al., 2014), which may both bias the sense
of rotation (towards prograde) and increase the accelera-
tion when the asteroid is rotating slowly. The first effect
cannot be captured in the model since it does not track
sense of rotation but the second effect is already empiri-
cally included in the model, since the utilized YORP coef-
ficient distribution was successfully able to reproduce the
asteroid spin rate distribution.
Using semi-major axis drift as a proxy for obliquity
evolution, Bottke et al. (2015) hypothesized that obliq-
uity must be preserved through multiple rotational fission
events or the rotational fission timescale must be sup-
pressed, which they accomplished via a stochastic YORP.
This model effectively includes the effect of stochastic
YORP on rotation rate evolution since the YORP coef-
ficient is re-drawn after each rotational fission event, sig-
nificant collisions and whenever the obliquity changes by
more than 0.2 rad due to either collisions or YORP evolu-
tion itself. For smaller changes in the obliquity, the YORP
coefficient evolves according to: Y ′ = Y
(
3 cos2 − 1) /2
as in Nesvorny´ and Vokrouhlicky´ (2008). The model only
tracks this relative obliquity evolution due to the YORP
effect and is not a full obliquity evolution model. How
the obliquity evolves after a rotational fission occurs is not
clear, and the role of binary formation and evolution on
obliquity has not been fully explored.
If the YORP coefficient Y > 0, then the spin rate is ac-
celerating and if uninterrupted by collisions, the spin rate
will eventually reach the spin limit. If the YORP coeffi-
cient Y < 0, then the spin rate is decelerating. Eventu-
ally, if uninterrupted by collisions, the angular momentum
of the asteroid becomes very low, where even the smallest
projectiles can deliver impulsive torques that are the same
order of magnitude as the angular momentum of the tar-
get body. Since this model cannot assess the evolution of
this state, i.e. we only model the effects of 0.05 m projec-
tiles and larger, an artificial lower spin barrier at 105 hr
is enforced and at this very slow rotation rate the YORP
torque switches directions. This assumption could under-
estimate the YORP evolution timescale but by less than a
couple thousand years for even the largest asteroids in the
model.
2.3. Spin Limits
Almost all asteroids larger than approximately 200 m in
diameter obey a critical disruption spin limit of about 2.3
hours (Pravec and Harris, 2000). Below this size, there are
a couple hypotheses for why the barrier can be broken in-
cluding enhanced strength due to cohesive forces (Scheeres,
2012; Holsapple, 2007) and that these super-critical aster-
oids are the monolithic remnants of rubble pile progenitors
that have undergone multiple YORP induced rotational
fissioning (Pravec et al., 2007). To limit the complexity of
the model, we only consider asteroids with radii R ≥ 0.2
km.
The critical disruption spin limit is a direct consequence
of the YORP-induced rotational fission hypothesis. As an
asteroid is rotationally accelerated due to either a contin-
uous YORP torque or sudden collisional torque the cen-
trifugal accelerations increase on each component of a rub-
ble pile asteroid. These accelerations counter the gravita-
tional accelerations holding the body together. Scheeres
(2009a) showed that for every partitioning of the body
in two along rubble pile component boundaries, there is
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a specific rotation rate at which the centrifugal accelera-
tions will exceed the mutual gravity and the two sections
will no longer rest against each other but enter into or-
bit. As the body rotationally accelerates it will reach the
slowest of these rotation rates first and it will be along
this partitioning that the body rotationally fissions. The
smaller of the two sections is now the secondary, and the
remainder is the primary, both in orbit about each other.
This simple story of rotational fission is complicated by
but reaffirmed when the asteroid’s shape is also allowed to
evolve. Some numerical models predicts surface shedding
implying a very low initial mass ratio fraction (Walsh et al.,
2008; Hirabayashi et al., 2015), while others predict inter-
nal failure consistent with a high initial mass ratio fraction
(Sa´nchez and Scheeres, 2012). Because of this uncertainty,
the initial mass ratio fraction is a fundamental parameter
of the asteroid population evolution model. Once the ini-
tial mass ratio of a particular asteroid has been chosen,
the model utilizes the simple approximation that all rub-
ble piles rotationally disrupt at the critical disruption spin
limit modified to account for the ellipsoidal shape of the
asteroid.
We also consider collision-induced rotational fission,
which requires that the combined angular momentum from
both precursor bodies and the cratering impact geome-
try exceeds the critical angular momentum necessary for
the body to gravitationally hold itself together against
centrifugal accelerations. This is similar to the YORP-
induced rotational fission hypothesis described above with
three exceptions. Firstly, the collision may significantly
change the internal component distribution itself. Sec-
ondly, the torque is delivered impulsively. These first two
differences are not significant since we are not modeling
the internal component distribution nor are we resolving
the rotational fission event itself. Thirdly, the new sys-
tem angular momentum may exceed the critical angular
momentum by a measurable amount. Even though an as-
teroid that undergoes collision-induced rotational fission
may be rotationally accelerated past the critical disruption
rotation rate, for the purposes of the asteroid population
evolution model these events will be treated the same as
the YORP-induced rotational fission, which occurs at the
critical disruption rotation rate. Consequences of ignoring
the excess include overestimating the binary creation rate
at the expense of the asteroid pair creation rate.
2.4. Outcomes of Rotational Fission
If the critical spin rate is reached, then the asteroid pop-
ulation evolution model simulates a rotational fission event
for that asteroid. This can happen when a collision brings
the asteroid above the rotational breakup limit or when
the rotational breakup period is reached due to YORP
acceleration. Pravec et al. (2010) observationally showed
that these types of events are the progenitors of the ob-
served asteroid pair population. Jacobson and Scheeres
(2011a) numerically showed that rotationally fissioned as-
teroid systems can evolve into a number of different out-
Asteroid
q ￿ 0.2
q ￿ 0.2
Asteroid Pair
Chaotic Binary
Doubly Synchronous
Binary
Contact Binary
Chaotic Binary
Re-Shaped Asteroid
Synchronous Binary
In Equilibrium
Small Semi-major Axis
Asynchronous Binary
Figure 1: Evolutionary tracks for a small asteroid after it has un-
dergone rotational fission according to the theory in Jacobson and
Scheeres (2011a) and Jacobson and Scheeres (2011b). Each evolu-
tionary step is indicated by an arrow. Most of this diagram is a
cycle, since the end states are single asteroids: re-shaped asteroids,
contact binaries or each member of asteroid pairs. Collisions can
destroy synchronous binaries in equilibrium.
comes, as shown in Figure 1, but the chaotic nature of the
system allows for only a probabilistic determination of the
outcome. A binary system formed via rotational fission
can temporarily occupy a number of evolutionary mor-
phologies before settling into three enduring states: single,
binary and pair. None of these categories are truly perma-
nent since single asteroids can undergo rotational fission
forming binaries and pairs, binaries can be disrupted form-
ing pairs or collide to make re-shaped asteroids (i.e. sin-
gles), and asteroid pairs, which are really single asteroids,
can be rotationally fissioned.
The mass ratio, which is the mass of the primary divided
by the mass of the secondary, determines the energy avail-
able to the post-fission binary system (Scheeres, 2009b). If
the mass ratio q > 0.2, then the system has a negative free
energy and so is bound. These binaries cannot form aster-
oid pairs without an external force or torque such as the
YORP effect. Whereas, systems with mass ratios q < 0.2
are unbound systems with positive energy, and so can im-
mediately disrupt to form asteroid pairs (Pravec et al.,
2010). Because of this fundamental difference, high mass
ratio q > 0.2 and low mass ratio q < 0.2 binary systems
evolve differently within the model.
Jacobson and Scheeres (2011a) determined that the
mass ratio is not necessarily a fixed quantity and may
change via a process termed secondary fission. During sec-
ondary fission, the secondary undergoes rotational fission
similar to that which formed the binary system in the first
place with the exception that the rotational torque is pro-
vided by spin-orbit coupling rather than the YORP effect .
This process was only observed numerically to occur with
low mass ratio systems and since it reduces the mass ratio,
no binary systems can evolve across the q ∼ 0.2 threshold
between high and low mass ratio systems.
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Figure 2: Two histograms of the same observed binary distribu-
tion as a function of mass ratio. The solid histogram shows the
number of binaries in bins of width 0.1 in mass ratio. The dashed
histogram simply outlines the number of binaries in the low mass
ratio (0 < q < 0.2) and the high mass ratio (0.2 < q < 1)
populations, of which there are 127 and 16 observed binary sys-
tems, respectively. The observed binaries are the 143 charac-
terized binaries with small primary diameters . 15 km accord-
ing to the September 18, 2015 binary asteroid parameter release
from http://www.asu.cas.cz/∼asteroid/binastdata.htm as compiled
by methods and assumptions described in Pravec et al. (2006) and
updated in Pravec et al. (2015).
2.5. Mass Ratio Fraction
Before describing the possible outcomes and their like-
lihoods for both high and low mass ratio systems, the
relative number of high to low mass ratio systems must
be determined. The initial mass ratio of a binary sys-
tem after rotational fission is determined by the internal
component (i.e. rubble pile element) distribution of the
parent asteroid before rotational fission (Scheeres, 2007a),
so it is the distribution of internal structures amongst an
ensemble of asteroids that will determine the initial dis-
tribution of binary mass ratios. The direct determination
of the distribution of mass ratios after rotational fission
would perhaps require the gentle and complete disassem-
bly of a number of asteroids into their component pieces
understanding their masses, shapes and relative locations,
however an approximate understanding of this distribution
may soon be available via detailed numerical modeling us-
ing discrete element methods (Walsh et al., 2008, 2012;
Sa´nchez and Scheeres, 2011, 2012).
Until then, we can constrain the initial mass ratio frac-
tion Fi that is input in the asteroid population evolution
model by comparing the observed steady-state mass ratio
fraction to the steady-state fraction output by the model
Fq. The steady-state distribution reflects a balance be-
tween creation and destruction of binary systems as a func-
tion of mass ratio. The mass ratio fraction F is defined
as the number of high mass ratio systems divided by the
number of low mass ratio systems. The mass ratio fraction
is a function of time as high and low mass ratio systems
are created and destroyed. The initial mass ratio fraction
Fi reflects the distribution of possible internal component
distributions of parent asteroids. This initial distribution
then evolves into the observed steady-state mass ratio frac-
tion Fq due to the differences between binary creation and
destruction timescales in high and low mass ratio systems.
The initial mass ratio fraction Fi is an input into the as-
teroid population evolution model, and the steady-state
mass ratio fraction Fq is one of the observable outputs.
This evolution in mass ratio fraction is due only to the
creation and destruction of specific binary systems and
not due to the possible evolution in mass ratio of those
systems, since high mass ratio systems were not observed
in numerical models to transform into low mass ratio bina-
ries and vice versa (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a). As dis-
cussed above, binary systems cannot cross the mass ratio
q ∼ 0.2 boundary between the two regimes via secondary
fission.
Thus, the simplest approximation within each mass ra-
tio regime is to assume that the members are selected from
a flat distribution. As is shown in Figure 2, this descrip-
tion is imperfect but is an appropriate assumption, since
the asteroid population evolution model is only being used
to determine the steady-state mass ratio fraction Fq and
not the detailed steady-state mass ratio distribution. In
the future, a treatment that includes a more advanced bi-
nary evolution model with a more detailed dependance on
mass ratio will also need to explore more complex initial
mass ratio distributions.
The range of initial mass ratio fractions Fi to be tested
in the asteroid population evolution model is motivated
by the observed population as shown in Figure 2. The
observed steady-state mass ratio fraction is Fq ∼ 0.2, but
low mass ratio systems face much steeper odds of surviv-
ing as binary systems (8%), as discussed in Section 3.1.
To examine a broad range of initial conditions and their
outcomes: Fi is varied between 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, and 1. Ev-
ery time a binary system is created via rotational fission
in the asteroid population evolution model, the binary is
assigned to either the low or high mass ratio regime, such
that (1 + Fi)
−1
of the time the system is low mass ratio
and 1− (1 + Fi)−1 of the time it is high mass ratio. This
is the first knob in the model as described in Section 1;
the other knob is the BYORP coefficient distribution.
3. Binary Asteroid Evolution
After a rotational fission event, a binary system is
formed that undergoes complex dynamics immediately af-
ter formation (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a). If they sta-
bilize, then non-gravitational and tidal torques control the
fate of the system (e.g. van Flandern et al., 1979; C´uk and
Burns, 2005). Since this evolution is complex, the asteroid
population evolution model does not individually evolve
binary systems, since this would be computationally ex-
pensive. Instead, a lifetime for each system is drawn from
a distribution, which has been determined from a sepa-
rate Monte Carlo model of binary asteroid evolution as
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described later in this section. After formation each binary
system is placed randomly in a mass ratio bin according
to the probabilities established by the initial mass ratio
fraction Fi: low (q < 0.2) or high (q > 0.2). These mass
ratio bins determine the “instantaneous” survival of the
binary system. If the binary survives, then the binary’s
“long-term” evolutionary path is drawn, which is also de-
pendent on the assigned mass ratio bin. Each evolutionary
path is associated with a binary lifetime distribution. The
drawn lifetime is then scaled by the heliocentric orbit of
the system and the absolute size of the system (radius of
the primary). The heliocentric semi-major axis and eccen-
tricity remain the same as the rotationally fissioned pro-
genitor.
Each binary system has four permanent parameters: the
heliocentric semi-major axis and eccentricity, the mass ra-
tio and the binary lifetime. The evolved parameter is not
the spin rate as in the single asteroid case, but rather the
age of the binary. The final outcome of the evolutionary
path is also recorded, so that when the binary lifetime is
over, the system is replaced with a new asteroid the same
size as the progenitor but labeled as either an asteroid pair
or a re-shaped asteroid. This evolution may be interrupted
by a collision, and this is discussed in Section 3.3.
The evolution of a binary asteroid system from rota-
tional fission to a long term stable outcomes is determinis-
tic but the evolution is chaotic and only weakly a function
of the shape of each body and the mass ratio within each
of two distinct dynamical regimes: low and high mass ra-
tio (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a). The initial evolution
of the spin and orbit states of the system are controlled
by dynamical coupling between the spin and orbit by non-
Keplerian gravity terms and solar gravitational perturba-
tions. This dynamical evolution is quick often finishing
in tens of years (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a). Due to
the chaotic and swift nature of this evolution it occurs
“instantaneously” and probabilistically within the model.
If the rotational fission event results in the creation of a
re-shaped asteroid or an asteroid pair, then these objects
are returned to the asteroid population evolution model as
single asteroids sharing the same heliocentric orbit proper-
ties as their progenitors. If the systems settles into a stable
(i.e. long-lasting) binary state, then the binary evolves ac-
cording to “long-term” binary evolution.
According to the binary evolution model described in
Jacobson and Scheeres (2011b), the longevity of a binary
system is primarily determined by the strength of the BY-
ORP effect (C´uk and Burns, 2005; McMahon and Scheeres,
2010a). The BYORP effect may permanently stabilize
some binaries in a tidal-BYORP equilibrium and expand
the orbits of others. Low mass ratio binaries that evolve
into a tidal-BYORP equilibrium exist until a collision oc-
curs that is capable of disrupting the mutual orbit or catas-
trophically destroys one of the binary members. For other
stable binary systems, after creation each is assigned a
lifetime that is drawn from a distribution determined by
Monte Carlo modeling of binary asteroids as explained in
Section 3.2.2. During this evolution, binary destruction
via collision is possible as discussed in Section 3.3. At the
end of a binary system’s lifetime, the binary disrupts form-
ing a re-shaped asteroid, if the BYORP effect is contrac-
tive, or an asteroid pair, if the BYORP effect is expansive.
Here, we assert that the BYORP effect can expand the mu-
tual orbit to the Hill sphere creating an as-yet-unobserved
population of asteroid pairs (Jacobson, 2015). However, it
is possible that solar perturbations or libration growth due
to the adiabatic invariant relationship between libration
and mean motion de-synchronize the synchronous binary
member, which is undergoing the BYORP effect (Jacob-
son et al., 2014b). In the case that both binary members
become asynchronous at a wide semi-major axis, the bi-
nary mutual orbit can no longer significantly evolve due
to tides and the BYORP effect and the secondary is un-
likely to be re-captured into synchronicity. In the model,
we treat this scenario identically to the formation of an
asteroid pair, since the primary spin state evolves accord-
ing to the YORP effect with negligible influence from the
secondary because of the wide orbit.
3.1. “Instantaneous” Binary Evolution
Each system that rotationally fissioned undergoes bi-
nary evolution. Within the Monte Carlo asteroid evolution
program, there are two stages for binary evolution: “in-
stantaneous” and “long-term.” This distinction is made
between processes that occur immediately after rotational
fission and last less than 105 years, and those that take sig-
nificantly more than 105 years. This timescale was chosen
since it is a tenth of the YORP timescale for an asteroid
with 200 m radius at 2.5 AU, and so it is effectively the
time resolution of the code. “Instantaneous” evolution is
described below and “long-term” evolution in Section 3.2.
An example of an instantaneous process is tidal synchro-
nization, which has been estimated from first principles to
take between 103 and 105 years for representative binaries
(Goldreich and Sari, 2009). While the YORP effect can de-
lay tidal synchronization (Jacobson, 2014), tides typically
dominate the spin evolution for newly created binary sys-
tems with semi-major axes less than 16 primary radii (Ja-
cobson et al., 2014b, see Figure 1;), which is the maximum
distance obtained by simulated post-fission binaries (Ja-
cobson and Scheeres, 2011a). Due to spin-orbit coupling,
the timescale for tidal synchronization may be lengthened
since spin locking cannot occur above a specific eccentric-
ity given the shape of the secondary (Naidu and Margot,
2015). Understanding the details of tidal evolution is an
ongoing focus of research, for instance, if the singly syn-
chronous binary asteroids occupy a tidal-BYORP equilib-
rium (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011b) as 1996 FG3 does
(Scheirich et al., 2015), then tidal timescales are much
shorter than those estimated purely from theory (Fang
and Margot, 2012b). Furthermore, the first-order classical
constant tidal parameter ratio k/Q theories are likely not
correct and, for instance, they may not depend on the me-
chanical rigidity as assumed by many (Goldreich and Sari,
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2009; Taylor and Margot, 2011) but instead on an effective
viscosity (Efroimsky, 2015) or surface properties includ-
ing surface motion and potential lofting (Fahnestock and
Scheeres, 2009; Harris et al., 2009). In the asteroid pop-
ulation evolution model, consistently mis-estimating the
length of “instantaneous” processes is effectively a bias on
the determined mean of the log-normal BYORP coefficient
distribution µB .
During “instantaneous” evolution, the mass ratio of the
newly formed binary systems is chosen randomly accord-
ing to the initial mass ratio fraction Fi distribution. If the
mass ratio of a system is chosen to be high, then that sys-
tem evolves along the high mass ratio evolutionary track as
shown along the top branch of Figure 1. Mutual body tides
lead to synchronization of the spins to the orbit period and
circularization of the orbit. Tidal synchronization of each
component of a high mass ratio binary occurs simultane-
ously, since they are of nearly equal size. For “rubble pile”
tidal parameters, these systems typically synchronize in
less than 105 years (Goldreich and Sari, 2009; Jacobson
and Scheeres, 2011b), and so this process is considered an
“instantaneous” process in the asteroid population evo-
lution model. This may be violated for high mass ratio
systems, systems larger than 5 km and with mass ratios
0.2 < q . 0.3, which may take more than a million years
to synchronize (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a). Since high
mass ratio systems have negative free energy, none of these
systems can disrupt endogenously and all systems emerge
as doubly synchronous binaries. Once synchronous, the
BYORP effect will expand or contract the mutual orbit.
Since this process can last for many millions of years, fur-
ther evolution of high mass ratio binary systems is a long-
term evolutionary process.
If the mass ratio of a system is determined to be low,
then that system evolves along the low mass ratio evolu-
tionary track as shown along the bottom branch of Fig-
ure 1. In Jacobson and Scheeres (2011a), this track is
shown to immediately branch into four possible states,
however all modeld chaotic ternary systems formed via
secondary fission return to the chaotic binary state via es-
cape of a member or impact between two of the members,
so this track is not shown in Figure 1. Escape from low
mass ratio systems is possible because they have positive
free energy (Scheeres, 2009b), and Jacobson and Scheeres
(2011a) found numerically that ∼ 67% of low mass ratio
binaries do disrupt and form asteroid pairs as observed by
Pravec et al. (2010). Furthermore, Jacobson and Scheeres
(2011a) found that collisions between the two members oc-
cur in another ∼ 25% of these systems forming re-shaped
asteroids and that only ∼ 8% of low mass ratio binaries
survive for more than 103 years.
Typically, the secondary of these binaries synchronizes
due to mutual body tidal dissipation in less than 105 years
(Goldreich and Sari, 2009; Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011b),
and so these binaries become singly synchronous systems
within the “instantaneous” period of the asteroid popula-
tion evolution model. The model stochastically assigns an
outcome to each rotationally fissioned low mass ratio sys-
tem according to the probabilities reported above creating
members of asteroid pairs, re-shaped asteroids, and singly
synchronous binary systems. Further evolution of singly
synchronous binary systems due to the BYORP effect and
tides is a long-term evolutionary process since the relevant
timescales typically exceed a million years.
All resultant asteroid systems from both mass ratio
regimes are propagated forward using the asteroid popula-
tion evolution model with all of the asteroids that did not
undergo rotational fission. Members of asteroid pairs and
re-shaped asteroids are subject to the YORP effect and
collisions exactly as single asteroid systems that did not
undergo rotational fission. They are assigned new rotation
rates from the original rotation rate distribution. These
systems are now single asteroid systems having complete
one rotational fission lifetime cycle. They can eventually
rotationally fission again if they are accelerated to the ap-
propriate rotational break-up speed of their size regime.
3.2. “Long-term” Binary Evolution
Binary systems that have survived “instantaneous” evo-
lution are treated differently than single systems in the as-
teroid population evolution model. These systems are still
subject to collisions as discussed in Section 3.3, and they
would also be subject to YORP effect but not in the same
way as single asteroids since the internal (i.e. spin and
orbit states) evolution of binary systems is complicated by
their mutual non-Keplerian gravity fields and mutual body
tides. Torques within binary systems such as the YORP
effect and tides are generally much smaller than the BY-
ORP effect (Jacobson et al., 2014b) with the exception
of those binaries that enter the tidal-BYORP equilibrium
(Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011b), and so despite this com-
plexity of multiple operating torques, an estimate of the
lifetime of the binary can be estimated solely according to
the BYORP effect evolution of the system.
The BYORP effect is an averaged torque on the or-
bit of synchronous satellites due to asymmetric emitted
thermal radiation (C´uk and Burns, 2005; McMahon and
Scheeres, 2010b). The effect acts independently on each
body, so that if both bodies are synchronous as in dou-
bly synchronous binaries, then there is a BYORP torque
on each, but for singly synchronous systems, the BYORP
effect only acts on the synchronous secondary. The direc-
tion of the BYORP torques is the fundamental parameter
for determining the final evolutionary state of the system
(C´uk, 2007; Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a). The BYORP
effect eventually destroys all doubly synchronous and half
of all singly synchronous binary systems, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The only exception to BYORP destruction are the
singly synchronous systems which occupy an equilibrium
between tides and the BYORP effect and are predicted to
survive indefinitely unless there is exogenous interference
such as a collision (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011b).
The asteroid population evolution model does not cal-
culate the specific mutual orbit evolution of each binary
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Evolutionary Track Likelihood Binary Lifetime Distributions
q Direction Aligned Given q µτ µτ µτ µτ µτ µτ στ
Low Out - 0.5 4.88 5.88 6.88 7.88 8.88 9.88 0.71
Low In - 0.5 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ -
High Out No 0.25 4.95 5.95 6.95 7.95 8.95 9.95 0.76
High Out Yes 0.25 4.61 5.61 6.61 7.61 8.61 9.61 0.55
High In No 0.25 4.42 5.42 6.42 7.42 8.42 9.42 0.75
High In Yes 0.25 4.09 5.09 6.09 7.09 8.09 9.09 0.55
BYORP Coefficient Distributions → µB = −1 µB = −2 µB = −3 µB = −4 µB = −5 µB = −6
Table 1: Binary lifetime distributions for each binary evolutionary track and for each BYORP coefficient distribution.
system due to computational constraints. Instead, each
binary is assigned an evolutionary path determined by the
system mass ratio and direction of the BYORP torque(s)
in the system. There are six distinct evolutionary paths as
shown in Table 1: low mass ratio stable equilibrium with
tides (contractive BYORP), low mass ratio expansive, high
mass ratio expansive anti-aligned, high mass ratio expan-
sive aligned, high mass ratio contractive anti-aligned, and
high mass ratio contractive aligned. Within each mass
ratio regime, there is an equal likelihood to follow a spe-
cific track since there is nominally the same chance for a
positive as negative BYORP coefficient and the BYORP
coefficient of each body is independent of the other (C´uk
and Burns, 2005; McMahon and Scheeres, 2010a). For in-
stance, 25% of high mass ratio systems evolve along the
expansive track with aligned BYORP coefficients, since
there is a 50% chance that the primary will have a positive
BYORP coefficient and a 50% chance that the secondary
will also have a positive BYORP coefficient. Once the evo-
lutionary track has been established for a binary system,
it continues down that track for the rest of its lifetime.
The lifetime of a binary system is determined principally
by the BYORP effect. After synchronization of both mem-
bers, tides may damp eccentricity from the system but do
not strongly evolve the semi-major axis. If only the sec-
ondary is synchronized, then tides are still important for
contractive systems (i.e. the tidal-BYORP equilibrium)
and while tides assist BYORP in expanding systems, tides
are a strong function of semi-major axis and soon become
much weaker than the BYORP effect. There are also pos-
sible interruptions by exogenous processes (e.g. collisions,
see Section 3.3). The rate of expansion or contraction is
determined primarily by the heliocentric orbit, absolute
size of the system, and the BYORP coefficient. McMahon
and Scheeres (2010a) showed that to first order in eccen-
tricity, the semi-major axis a measured in primary radii
Rp evolves as:
a˙ =
3Bc
2piωdρ
(
a3/2
√
1 + q
R2pq
) (2/3)F
a2
√
1− e2
 (2)
where Bc = Bp + Bsq
2/3 is the combined BYORP coef-
ficient. The mass ratio q2/3 factor is a direct result of
the BYORP effect evolutionary equations (McMahon and
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Figure 3: A probability density histogram of υ of the observed singly
synchronous population (bins are of width 0.5). The dashed line is
the probability density function of a central normal distribution fit
to the data where συ = 0.68. Data is from Jacobson and Scheeres
(2011b).
Scheeres, 2010a). For doubly synchronous systems, there
is a BYORP coefficient for the primary Bp and the sec-
ondary Bs, but for singly synchronous systems, there is
only a BYORP torque on the secondary so the BYORP
coefficient for the primary Bp = 0. The BYORP coeffi-
cient is scaleless and depends solely on the shape of the
synchronous member.
3.2.1. BYORP coefficient distributions
BYORP coefficients are determined solely by the shape
of the asteroid, but determining the appropriate distribu-
tion of plausible BYORP coefficients is challenging. The
effect is similar to the detected Yarkovsky and YORP ef-
fects (Chesley et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2007; Lowry et al.,
2007) and so the BYORP effect rests on strong theoretical
support despite a lack of direct observation of BYORP-
driven evolution. The BYORP effect has never been di-
rectly measured, so a BYORP coefficient distribution can-
not be derived from direct observation. A detection may
be precluded by the BYORP-tidal equilibrium hypothe-
sis Jacobson and Scheeres (2011b) and the possibly fast
destruction of doubly synchronous binary systems (C´uk,
2007). Furthermore, there are very few well resolved aster-
oid shapes particularly of binary asteroid members. The
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only current published BYORP prediction, McMahon and
Scheeres (2010a) estimated that Bs = 2×10−2 for the sec-
ondary of the 66391 (1999 KW4) system using a vertice-
and-facet shape model from Ostro et al. (2006). This shape
model is an order 8 spherical harmonic representation with
an average 26 m facet edge length (corresponding to 7◦
angular resolution). Using this BYORP coefficient and
the observed parameters of 66391, McMahon and Scheeres
(2010a) determined a Hill radius expansion timescale of
∼ 5.4× 104 years. This expansion is very rapid compared
to the typical YORP timescales of possible progenitors of
∼ 106 years assuming formation from YORP-induced rota-
tional fission (Rubincam, 2000; Vokrouhlicky´ and Cˇapek,
2002; Cˇapek and Vokrouhlicky´, 2004). Nominally, half of
all synchronous binary asteroids are expected to expand
due to the BYORP effect and 66391 may be a member
of this population but observing this system as a binary
rather than an asteroid pair is very unlikely given the dif-
ference between those two timescales.
This estimated BYORP coefficient also contradicts the
BYORP-tidal equilibrium hypothesis in Jacobson and
Scheeres (2011b), which states that the observable singly
synchronous binary asteroids occupy an equilibrium be-
tween a contractive BYORP torque and the expansive
mutual body tidal torque; this hypothesis requires a nega-
tive BYORP coefficient. Further study by McMahon and
Scheeres (2012b, pers. comm.) concluded that the shape
of 66391 should be known to a mean facet edge length of
8 m (an angular resolution of 2.2◦), using results scaled
from an analysis of 25143 Itokawa (1998 SF36), in order to
model the BYORP coefficient with sufficient accuracy to
prevent significant changes including sign changes. For the
related YORP effect, Statler (2009) concluded that spher-
ical harmonic fits of order ≤ 10 produce expected errors of
order 100% and for errors under 10%, the harmonic order
of the fit must be at least 20. Furthermore, Statler (2009)
showed that a crater half the object’s radius can produce
errors of several tens of percent; the observations of the
secondary of 66391 did not uniformly cover the surface, a
significant portion of the southern hemisphere is system-
atically not as accurate as the 7◦ angular resolution of the
rest of the model, and features such as craters may have
not been observed (Ostro et al., 2006). Alarmingly, Rozitis
and Green (2012) conclude that the related YORP effect is
very sensitive to surface roughness due to thermal-infrared
beaming and that accurate YORP (and perhaps BYORP)
coefficient estimation from shape models may require 1 cm
resolution.
Pravec and Scheirich (2010) determined that the direct
detection of the BYORP effect and measurement of the
BYORP coefficient would require multi-decade observa-
tions of small (semi-major axes of < 10 primary radii and
secondary radii < 1 km) binaries. Furthermore, this anal-
ysis did not include mutual body tides, which Jacobson
and Scheeres (2011b) predicted would create a stable equi-
librium and halt mutual orbit evolution. Scheirich et al.
(2015) conclude that for 175706 (1996 FG3) this is true for
at least this system. Only the less numerous doubly syn-
chronous systems do not have mutual body tides capable
of creating the stable equilibrium. 69230 Hermes (1937
UB) is the smallest doubly synchronous system in both
absolute size and heliocentric orbit, and is therefore the
likeliest system for a direct detection of BYORP-driven
orbit evolution.
While the hypothesized BYORP-tidal equilibrium pre-
vents the direct measurement of the BYORP coefficients
of singly synchronous binaries, it may be used to deter-
mine the relative distribution of BYORP coefficients. In
Jacobson and Scheeres (2011b), it is shown how for each
system the balance between the BYORP and tidal torques
determines the value of the combination of the BYORP co-
efficient B and the tidal parameters: tidal quality number
divided by the tidal Love number Q/kp of the primary,
degenerately:
BQ
kp
=
2piω2dρR
2
pq
4/3
Fa7
a2
√
1− e2 = 2557Rp km−1 (3)
where the last equality is the fit to the singly synchronous
binary data.
Since the BYORP coefficient is not a function of radius
Rp, so that if the data is divided by a Q/kp ∝ 2557Rp
km−1 model, the resulting values reflect the distribution
of BYORP coefficients B. While this trick does not deter-
mine the absolute magnitude of the BYORP coefficient, it
does provide information about the dispersion of the BY-
ORP coefficient distribution. Figure 3 shows each system’s
normalized log BYORP coefficient υ as fit by a simple nor-
mal distribution with mean µυ = 0 and standard deviation
συ = 0.68. The observed distribution has a slight negative
skew and a positive kurtosis compared to the normal distri-
bution. While the normalization of the singly synchronous
data removed information about the absolute value of the
BYORP coefficients, the standard deviation of those abso-
lute coefficients is the same as the normalized coefficients
so σB = συ = 0.68, where σB is the standard deviation of
y and the absolute BYORP coefficients B = 10y.
The mean µB of the distribution of y is difficult to deter-
mine. Estimating the absolute magnitude of the BYORP
coefficient from McMahon and Scheeres (2010a) suggests a
value for the mean of the distribution near µB = −2. Even
though this value is correct for the radar shape model of
the secondary of 66391 rotated 180◦ about either the ra-
dial or body axis orthogonal to the along track direction,
however as discussed above, this estimation may not be
accurate due to deficiencies of the shape model.
Since we cannot constrain the BYORP coefficient dis-
tribution, five different distributions are tested in the as-
teroid population evolution model: µB = −1, −2, −3, −4,
−5, and −6. This is the second knob in the model; the
other knob is the initial mass ratio fraction as described
in Section 2.5. These BYORP coefficient distributions are
used to generate the binary lifetime distributions that are
then assigned to each binary system in the asteroid popula-
tion evolution model. Each BYORP distribution is tested
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independently and the entire asteroid population is then
evolved from within the chosen distribution for the entirety
of the run.
3.2.2. Binary lifetime distributions
The BYORP lifetime τ is determined by the evolution
of the mutual orbit from a tidally synchronized semi-major
axis to single member end states either re-shaped asteroids
(e.g. contact binaries) or asteroid pairs. This evolution
can be described as the evolution from an interior semi-
major axis ainterior to an exterior semi-major axis aexterior
or vice versa:
τ =10xR2pa
2

√
1− e2 (4)
x = log10
[
4piωdρq
3FBc
√
1 + q
(
1
a
1/2
interior
− 1
a
1/2
exterior
)]
(5)
where F = 4.5×10−5 g cm−1 s−2 is the solar constant at a
1 AU circular orbit. The BYORP lifetime τ is determined
by the primary radius Rp, the heliocentric semi-major axis
a and eccentricity e, and x. x is the logarithm of all the
other system parameter dependencies. Rather than gen-
erating the necessary parameters to determine x for each
system, a million systems were generated outside of the
asteroid population evolution model for each evolutionary
path and the distribution of x was determined. Logarith-
mic normal distributions were fit to these generated distri-
butions of x with means of µτ and standard deviations of
στ . Each distribution depends on the BYORP coefficients
of the synchronous members, and the particular evolution-
ary track. For each of the million systems, the BYORP
coefficients are drawn from the distribution with the pre-
scribed µB for that run. Distributions of x are shown in
Figure 7, such that if Rp is in km, a is in AU, then τ is
in years.
Each evolutionary pathway is defined by the sign of the
BYORP coefficient for each synchronous member and the
mass ratio of the system. As mentioned earlier, the only
evolutionary track that does not self-destruct is the BY-
ORP contracting singly synchronous track. These systems
may contract or expand to some degree in semi-major axis,
but the BYORP-tidal equilibrium hypothesis predicts that
these systems reach a stable semi-major axis. The interior
ainterior and exterior aexterior semi-major axes are given be-
low for each of the evolutionary tracks in Table 1.
For high mass ratio doubly synchronous systems, the
initial semi-major axis is always the tidally synchronized
semi-major axis with the equivalent angular momentum
as the rotational fissioned system at the time of fission.
Tidal dissipation will remove energy from the system, but
angular momentum is conserved until the system is syn-
chronized and the BYORP effect evolves the system. This
semi-major axis can be either the interior or exterior semi-
major axis depending on the sign of the BYORP coeffi-
cient. The initial semi-major axes for doubly synchronous
systems ad is derived in Appendix A. This semi-major
axis can be well approximated as a power law series ex-
pansion as a sole function of mass ratio q and measured in
primary radii Rp:
adoubly = 0.344 +
0.00406
q3
+
0.0132
q2
+
0.815
q
+ 1.23q (6)
For contracting high mass ratio systems, the interior semi-
major axis ainterior is contact between the two bodies:
ac = 1 + q (7)
For both singly and doubly synchronous expanding sys-
tems, the exterior semi-major axis aexterior is the Hill ra-
dius aHill. The Hill radius can be approximated in primary
radii Rp:
aHill = q
(
4piρ
9M
)1/3
(8)
where ρ = 2 g cm−3 is the density of the primary,
M = 1.99× 1033 g is the mass of the Sun, and q is the
heliocentric perihelion of the barycenter of the system. As-
teroids at the outer edge of the Main Belt in circular orbits
q = 3.28 AU have the largest Hill radii aHill = 549 pri-
mary radii and those at the inner edge in highly eccentric
orbits with periapses just exterior to the Earth q = 1 AU
have the smallest Hill radii aHill = 168 primary radii, but
these radii are very large compared to the interior semi-
major axes ainterior. Since the BYORP lifetime is propor-
tional to the difference between the inverse square roots
of the interior and exterior semi-major axes, this factor
of three difference in exterior semi-major axis translates
to an at most 10% difference in BYORP lifetime, if one
extreme was chosen relative to the other. To simplify the
calculations, we use a single perihelion q = 2.25 AU, very
close to the mean and median of the Main Belt Asteroid
distribution. This corresponds to a Hill radius aHill = 377
primary radii.
3.3. Binaries and Collisions
If a binary participates in a catastrophic shattering col-
lision then the binary is always destroyed. This is deter-
mined by the same condition as a single asteroid from a
comparison of the imparted specific kinetic energy and the
critical impact specific energy. Unlike single asteroids, cra-
tering collisions can destroy a binary systems. While these
collisions by definition deliver less energy than the critical
impact energy, these impacts can deliver enough energy
to the system to disrupt the binary. A simple condition
for this disruption is a comparison of the delivered change
in momentum to the system (delta V) and the escape ve-
locity from the primary. If the former exceeds the latter,
then the system disrupts.
3.4. Contact Binaries
Contact binaries are formed from the merging of BY-
ORP contracting high mass ratio binary systems. These
systems exist until either they undergo a rotational fission
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event or are subject to a catastrophic collision. This is
probably too optimistic a scenario since the binary system
crosses a instability before contact (Scheeres, 2009b). This
instability causes the two components to begin to circulate
and the orbit to evolve, but from simulations, these sys-
tems still collide and do so gently (Jacobson and Scheeres,
2011a). These gentle collisions may be enough to reshape
the new combined mass into a non-bifurcated shape that
would not be easily identifiable as a contact binary. The
subjectivity of the contact binary label adds some uncer-
tainty to the population statistics.
4. Results of the asteroid population evolution
model
The asteroid population evolution model produces a
spin period distribution as a function of diameter similar
to the observed population. This is not of great surprise
since the spin limit constraints were designed to reproduce
the observed population and the model has been used suc-
cessfully in the past for this purpose (Marzari et al., 2011).
The model had two input parameters initial mass ratio
fraction Fi and mean of the log-normal distribution of BY-
ORP coefficients µB , and these inputs were permuted so
that each combination produced a full set of model out-
puts. We discuss each observable quantity output from the
model and how that observable depends on the model free
parameters: Fi and µB . Combining all of the observables,
we assemble a log-likelihood metric that can determine the
best fit parameters. Since the computational cost of run-
ning the asteroid population evolution model is high and
we utilized a population of 2×106 asteroids, there is small
variance when a particular set of input parameters is run a
second time. We use a Monte Carlo method to propagate
the observed uncertainties to the comparison tests. From
the model, we identify a region where the free parameters
can be well fit to the data. They are discussed in detail in
Section 4.6.
4.1. Steady-State Binary Fraction
The asteroid population evolution model traces the evo-
lution of a population with diameters from 200 m to 20 km.
However, observations typically do not go to such small
sizes. To replicate them, we will only consider asteroids
with those diameters, which corresponds to an absolute
magnitude H ∼ 21 for typical asteroid albedos.
In Figure 4, the steady-state binary fraction is shown as
a function of both the initial mass ratio fraction and the
log-normal BYORP coefficient distribution mean from as-
teroid population evolution model. The difference between
the asteroid population evolution model and the observa-
tions are shown as a heat map behind the model fractions
(white indicates a close match).
Radar and photometric lightcurve observations supply
independent and robust binary statistics regarding the
near-Earth asteroid (NEA) population binary fraction,
which we use as a proxy for the small Main Belt aster-
oid population (we discuss possible differences at the ends
of the next paragraph). Using radar observations, Margot
et al. (2002) reported that about 16% of radar observed
binary systems larger than 200 m are binary systems. Up-
dated statistics from radar observations agree well with
the better determined value of about 17%: 31 binary sys-
tems out of 180 asteroid systems with absolute magni-
tudes H < 21 approximate diameters D & 250 m for an
p = 0.18 albedo asteroid (Taylor et al., 2012). Photomet-
ric lightcurve analyses report a binary detection rate of
15±4% for NEAs with diameters D & 300 m and inferred
mass ratios q > 0.006 (Pravec et al., 2006). This agrees
with an initial assessment by (Pravec et al., 1999) that
17% of near-Earth asteroid systems are binary. The near-
Earth asteroid population is significantly easier to observe
than similar sized Main Belt asteroids, but for the sizes ob-
served D . 10 km, rotational fission is expected to be the
dominant formation mechanism. For small diameter MBA
systems D . 10 km, Pravec and Harris (2006) determine
that there is a similar binary fraction in the inner Main
Belt and this is supported by the results of the Binary
Asteroid Photometric survey (Pravec et al., 2006, 2012).
Tidal disruption of binary asteroids in the near-Earth as-
teroid population may lower the binary fraction in that
population relative to the Main Belt (Fang and Margot,
2012a).
Long binary lifetimes (small BYORP coefficients) nat-
urally correspond to a high binary fraction. A low ini-
tial mass ratio fraction has a higher binary fraction due to
the more likely creation of synchronous long-lasting binary
systems. If we combine the photometric (Pravec et al.,
2006) and radar (Taylor et al., 2012) survey results and
assume Poisson statistics for calculating the uncertainty,
then the observed steady-state binary fraction is 16± 6%.
The best parameter fits occur when the log-normal BY-
ORP coefficient distribution mean is low, either 10−1 or
10−2 and the initial mass ratio fraction is greater than 8.
However, it is possible that comparing the main belt
asteroid binary fraction to the near-Earth asteroid binary
fraction may be misleading. If an asteroid’s average dis-
tance from the Sun during its orbit increases, then the ro-
tational fission timescale increases as well since the YORP
timescale would increase. Since the rate of fission de-
creases, the creation of binary asteroids would slow con-
trolling for all other factors other than average heliocentric
distance. When considering the steady-state population
though, we must consider destruction as well as binary for-
mation. If the BYORP effect evolution is the dominant de-
structive route, then it scales identically with heliocentric
distance as the YORP effect. This is the primary reason,
why it may be acceptable to use the near-Earth asteroid
binary fraction as a proxy for the main belt asteroid binary
fraction. Furthermore, the YORP and BYORP timescales
increase roughly by a factor of 10 from the near-Earth to
main belt asteroid populations and this is the same factor
by which the non-BYORP destructive routes increase—
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Figure 4: The binary fraction FB of the model population is shown as a function of the two free parameters: the mean of the BYORP
coefficient logarithmic normal distribution µB along the x-axis and the initial mass fraction Fi along the y-axis. Each grid point is determined
from an independent run of the asteroid population evolution model with those values for the free parameters (otherwise the runs are identical).
about 10 Myr for dynamical scattering into the Sun for
the near-Earth asteroids and about 100 Myr for collisional
disruption for the main belt asteroids. From these consid-
erations, we conclude that using the near-Earth asteroid
binary fraction as a proxy is acceptable.
4.2. Fast Binary Fraction
Pravec et al. (2006) made a specific subpopulation ob-
servation that amongst fast-rotating binaries (spin periods
between 2.2 and 2.8 hours) with diameters larger than 0.3
km the binary fraction becomes 66 ± 12%. The asteroid
population evolution model tracks the spin rate of single
asteroids but since it does not evolve the system parame-
ters of binaries, we rely on the binary evolution model to
assume that all low mass ratio and no high mass ratio bi-
naries will have rapidly rotating primaries (Jacobson and
Scheeres, 2011a).
The fast rotating binary fraction as a function of the
free parameters is shown in Figure 5. Similar to the overall
binary fraction, a large initial mass ratio fraction produces
a small fast rotating binary fraction. Unlike the overall
binary fraction, the fast rotating binary fraction is not
significantly dependent on binary lifetimes since only low
mass ratio systems have rapidly rotating primaries. There
is a band around a initial mass fraction of 8 that produces
the smallest difference between the model and observation,
however this constraint is softer than the overall binary
fraction since the nearby bins have similar values.
4.3. Steady-State Mass Ratio Fraction
The steady-state mass ratio fraction is the evolved ini-
tial mass ratio fraction and the mass ratio fraction is the
number of high mass ratio binaries divided by the number
of low mass ratio binaries. It is shown as a function of the
free parameters in Figure 6. Increasing the initial mass
ratio fraction does increase the steady-state mass fraction,
however that increase is mitigated when high mass ratio
systems do not survive for as long as low mass ratio sys-
tems. Also as the log-normal BYORP coefficient distri-
bution mean decreases and binary lifetimes increase, the
steady-state mass ratio fraction increases since the high
mass ratio binaries are living longer relative to the low
mass ratio synchronous systems, which are in a long-term
equilibrium.
The binary asteroid catalogue provided by Pravec et
al. provides the best statistics regarding the steady-state
mass ratio fraction. This ratio is shown in Figure 2 and is
0.11 ± 0.08 using Poisson statistics (Pravec et al., 2015).
In Figure 6, the absolute difference between the model
and the observation is shown as shading. The best fits
are a diagonal band from long binary lifetime and small
initial mass ratio fractions to short binary lifetimes and
high initial mass ratio fractions. This is sensible trade-off
in parameters to arrive at similar values for the steady-
state mass ratio fraction.
4.4. Contact Binary Fraction
In Figure 7, we show the model contact binary fraction
as a function of the free parameters. Contact binaries are
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Figure 5: The fast rotating fraction FF of the model population is shown as a function of the two free parameters: the mean of the BYORP
coefficient logarithmic normal distribution µB along the x-axis and the initial mass fraction Fi along the y-axis. Each grid point is determined
from an independent run of the asteroid population evolution model with those values for the free parameters (otherwise the runs are identical).
Figure 6: The mass ratio fraction Fq of the model population is shown as a function of the two free parameters: the mean of the BYORP
coefficient logarithmic normal distribution µB along the x-axis and the initial mass fraction Fi along the y-axis. Each grid point is determined
from an independent run of the asteroid population evolution model with those values for the free parameters (otherwise the runs are identical).
formed from the destruction of inward evolving high mass
ratio binaries, so when high mass ratio binaries are created
often (large initial mass ratio fraction) and when they are
destroyed frequently (large log-normal BYORP coefficient
distribution mean), the contact binary fraction is high.
Only radar imaging can conclusively determine whether
a system is a contact binary, but even then it is often a
subjective result. Taylor et al. (2012) provides the most
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Figure 7: The contact binary fraction FC of the model population is shown as a function of the two free parameters: the mean of the
BYORP coefficient logarithmic normal distribution µB along the x-axis and the initial mass fraction Fi along the y-axis. Each grid point is
determined from an independent run of the asteroid population evolution model with those values for the free parameters (otherwise the runs
are identical).
recent estimate of 15 ± 7% using Poisson statistics. This
number is perhaps more likely to be an underestimate rel-
ative to the asteroid population evolution model definition
of a contact binary because contact binary formation in-
volves the low velocity collision of two asteroids and colli-
sion geometry and internal structure may dictate whether
a collapsing high mass ratio system is observable as a con-
tact binary. In Figure 7, the absolute difference between
the model and observations are shown. If the model is
over-counting contact binaries because the model always
creates them at the end of the collapsing high mass ratio
track evolution track, then the band of best fits would con-
tract some about the upper right-hand corner and come
more into agreement with the initial mass ratio fractions
that the other observable constraints impose.
4.5. Best Fit Parameters
We can combine each of these observables into a single
log-likelihood estimator for determining the best fit for the
free parameters. The log-likelihood metric we will use is
a summation of the difference between the model output
fraction Fj for each observable j and an observable fraction
Fobs, which is drawn from a normal distribution with mean
µj and standard deviation σj in accordance with the values
in the previous sections.
L = A
∑
j
(Fj − Fobs)2
2σ2j
(9)
A normalization is applied to make the best fit model have
a value of 1. The larger the normalized log-likelihood the
less likely those set of parameters are. Using Monte Carlo
techniques, the uncertainty of the log-likelihood estima-
tor can be determined. It is important to note that due
to computational constraints, the simulations are single
runs and there is unaccounted for uncertainty. Although,
a few cases were run more than once and they were con-
sistent with small changes to the reported values. The
log-likelihood metric is shown in Figure 8.
4.6. Discussion of the asteroid population evolution model
The asteroid population evolution model identified a
region in the phase space of the two free parameters in
which the correct values are most likely to lie. The log-
normal BYORP coefficient distribution mean is likely to
be greater than −3, which implies binary lifetimes less
than 106 years for systems that do not end up in the
tidal-BYORP equilibrium. This is similar to the for-
mation and destruction cycle initially proposed by C´uk
(2007) with the exception of the low mass ratio singly
synchronous binaries, which we presume are captured in
a tidal-BYORP equilibrium. These short binary lifetimes
are consistent with the understanding that the tight asyn-
chronous population (e.g. 2004 DC) are newly formed
binary systems that have yet to tidally relax. However,
Naidu and Margot (2015) demonstrate the possibility that
simple tidal theory could dramatically underestimate the
tidal locking timescale due to the spin-orbit coupling of a
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Figure 8: The normalized log-likelihood is shown as a function of the free parameters of the asteroid population evolution model. A low
number is interpreted as more likely.
secondary’s aspherical shape. In this case, the model is
incorrectly assuming that tidal synchronization can occur
within the“instantaneous” binary evolution time.
The best fit initial mass ratio fraction is 8 but not statis-
tically distinguishable from 4. Because the mass ratio frac-
tion is defined as the frequency of high mass ratio systems
(0.2 to 1.0) over the frequency of low mass ratio systems
(0.0 to 0.2), (note that the high mass ratio range is four
times the extent of the low mass ratio range), the best
fit initial mass ratio fraction is consistent with asteroids
that fission nearly in half twice as frequently or at least as
frequently as into two very unequal pieces. The high mor-
tality rate of low mass ratio systems in the “instantaneous”
phase of binary formation is corrected by the synchronous
low mass ratio binary population. This is consistent with
the hypothesis that asteroids are more likely to rotation-
ally fission along interior planes and “necks” (Sa´nchez and
Scheeres, 2012; Holsapple, 2009) than from small events at
the surface that accumulate in orbit into a larger satellite
(Walsh et al., 2008).
For these best fit parameters, the asteroid population
evolution model provides some predictions regarding the
Main Belt asteroid population. The asteroid pair popula-
tion is predicted to be about 2% of the total population.
That is within the last 2 Myrs, 2% of the population was a
member of a binary pair that disrupted. These are mostly
small asteroids, and it goes to less than 1% for asteroids
larger than a kilometer in diameter.
5. Conclusions
The YORP-induced rotational fission hypothesis pre-
dicts that the YORP effect rotationally accelerates aster-
oids until they fission and that this is the primary for-
mation mechanism of binary asteroids. We examine this
hypothesis by modeling the main belt asteroid population
between the sizes of 200 m and 20 km. Our asteroid pop-
ulation evolution model rotationally evolves two million
asteroids over 4.5 billion years according to the YORP
effect and collisions. Collisions can destroy both single
and binary asteroids as well as modify the YORP coeffi-
cient after cratering collisions. When these asteroids are
rotationally accelerated to a rotational spin limit, they un-
dergo rotational fission. The outcome of each individual
rotational fission event is drawn from statistical distribu-
tions as determined from the mutual orbit evolution model
in Jacobson and Scheeres (2011a). There are two impor-
tant free parameters to the model, the initial binary mass
ratio fraction Fi, which is the ratio of high to low mass
ratio binaries created after a rotational fission event, and
the strength of the BYORP effect µB , which determines
binary lifetimes. Many binaries are “instantaneously” de-
stroyed due to strong gravitational torques from spin-orbit
coupling. These form asteroid pairs, re-shaped asteroids
if the mass ratio is low, and contact binaries if the mass
ratio is high. Those that survive evolve according to “long-
term” effects such as the BYORP effect and tides.
The asteroid population evolution model utilizes a sim-
plified form of the binary model described in Jacobson and
Scheeres (2011a). For instance, it ignores the formation of
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triple systems and wide asynchronous binaries. Further-
more, the model utilizes evolutionary equations only accu-
rate to first order in eccentricity. The model asserts that
singly synchronous binary systems are in a tidal-BYORP
equilibrium. This has the effect of scaling the strength
of tidal evolution with the log-normal BYORP coefficient,
which is chosen as a free parameter of the model. If this
assertion is incorrect, likely it is because the BYORP coef-
ficient is significantly weaker than expected. If it is signifi-
cantly weaker, then a much lower initial binary mass frac-
tion would be needed to explain the relative abundance of
low mass fraction (typically singly synchronous) binaries.
However, this is unlikely to be the case since the theory
behind the BYORP effect is robust especially given the
observation of 1996 FG3 within the tidal-BYORP equilib-
rium (Scheirich et al., 2015).
The model also assumes an asteroid size distribution
determined from collision evolution models which do not
incorporate the YORP effect, however the YORP effect is
expected to significantly deplete the population of small
(D . 10 km) asteroids relative to the collisionally equi-
librium size distribution (Jacobson et al., 2014a). The
inclusion of this effect may decrease the number of catas-
trophic and cratering events amongst the asteroid popula-
tion. This would allow more steady YORP effect evolution
and probably lead to shorter periods between rotational
fission events. However, the YORP coefficient distribu-
tion used here already creates a spin rate distribution that
matches that of the near-Earth and main belt asteroid
populations (Rossi et al., 2009; Marzari et al., 2011). Fur-
thermore, the output of the asteroid population evolution
model is compared to observables, which are not abso-
lute quantities but relative comparisons of sub-populations
within the asteroid population, so the effect of a change of
the absolute number of asteroids in a particular size bin
may not be significant.
We compare the four outcomes from the model to ob-
servables: the steady-state binary fraction, the fast binary
fraction, the binary mass ratio fraction and the contact
binary fraction. We find that the asteroid population evo-
lution model can match each observable individually and
typically over a swath of parameter space. When all of the
observables are combined using a likelihood parameter, the
model best fits all of the observables in only one location,
so we determine that the best fit parameters are Fi = 4 or
8 and µB = 10
−1 or 10−2. These best fit parameters are
not very precise, but they are a unique global solution since
each of the four observables carve out unique and generally
orthogonal constraints on the parameter space. Moreover,
the best fit strengths of the BYORP effect match that
predicted from a shape model. Thus, we conclude that
the YORP-induced rotational fission hypothesis can ex-
plain these four observables from a sophisticated asteroid
population synthesis model.
Appendix A. Derivation of tidally synchronous
semi-major axis for doubly syn-
chronous binary evolution
Asteroids undergo rotational fission at some critical dis-
ruption rotation rate; this has been shown with analytic
theory, observations of asteroid pairs, and computational
numerics (Scheeres, 2007a; Pravec et al., 2010; Sa´nchez
and Scheeres, 2012). This disruption rate and the shape
of the asteroid at fission determine the angular momen-
tum of the system during the “instantaneous” binary evo-
lution stage identified in Section 3.1. In the doubly syn-
chronous case, both bodies become synchronous with the
orbit rate on similar short timescales but in the singly
synchronous case, only the secondary is synchronized on a
short timescale and the primary remains rotating at near
the initial rate. During this stage, energy is removed from
the system via mutual body tidal dissipation but the an-
gular momentum of the system is conserved. By making
some idealized approximations, the conservation of angu-
lar momentum is used to derive a tidal synchronization
semi-major axis for the doubly synchronous systems ad.
The angular momentum of an idealized binary system
approximating each body as a constant density sphere is
H = Ipωp + Isωs +ma
2Ω (A.1)
where In = 2MnR
2
n/5 are the moments of inertia, Rn
are their radii, Mn = 4piρR
3
n/3 are their masses, m =
Mpq/(1 + q) is the reduced mass, a is the distance be-
tween each body’s center of mass, and Ω is the rota-
tion rate about the system barycenter. Additionally, the
mass ratio is defined as q = Ms/Mp = R
3
s/R
3
p and
the critical disruption rate for a specific mass ratio as
ωq =
√
(1 + q)/(1 + q1/3)3.
In the idealized system described above, the initial an-
gular momentum at the moment of rotational fission is
a function of the mass ratio, the density and the pri-
mary radius. Before entering into orbit, the two ideal-
ized components are initially separated only by their radii
a = Rp + Rs = Rp(1 + q
1/3). All three rotation rates in
the system are equivalent to the critical disruption rate for
a specific mass ratio ωp = ωs = Ω = ωq. Therefore, the
initial angular momentum of the system is
Hi =
4piρωdR
5
p
15
√
1 + q(
1 + q1/3
)3× (A.2)(
2− 2q1/3 + 2q2/3 + 5q + 5q4/3 + 2q5/3 − 2q2 + 2q7/3
1− q1/3 + q2/3
)
Doubly synchronous systems dissipate energy until all
three rotation rates of the system are equivalent to the
keplerian orbit rate ωp = ωs = Ω = ωd
√
(1 + q)/a3d
where ad = a/Rp is the doubly synchronous synchroniza-
tion semi-major axis normalized by the primary radius.
The synchronization angular momentum for a doubly syn-
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chronous is:
Hd =
4piρωdR
5
p
15
× (A.3)(
(1 + q)
(
2 + 2
(
q + q5/3 + q8/3
)
+ 5qa2d
)(
ad
(
1 + q1/3
) (
1− q1/3 + q2/3))3/2
)
Since angular momentum is conserved, Hi = Hd and we
obtain the synchronization semi-major axis ad. If we as-
sume ad > 0 and 0 ≤ q ≤ 1, we can approximate the
solution using a power series:
ad = 0.344 +
0.00406
q3
+
0.01322
q2
+
0.815
q
+ 1.23q (A.4)
is the initial tidally doubly synchronous semi-major axis
measured in primary radii Rp.
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